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Electron beams for rapid, safe vaccine production

Pathogens in the firing line
As part of a multi-disciplinary project, researchers from four Fraunhofer Institutes
have developed a technology to quickly and safely destroy pathogens used in
vaccine manufacture.
These days, it is not just goods and people which travel around the world within a few
hours. In the age of globalization, pathogens can also spread extremely rapidly. New
vaccines must be manufactured quickly to prevent epidemics.
A new procedure, developed by an interdisciplinary team from the Fraunhofer Society,
is helping to quickly and completely destroy the pathogens used in the manufacture
of vaccines, without damaging the external form of the viruses, bacteria or parasites.
The inactivated vaccine that is created is not a threat to the body. Instead, it causes the
immune system to produce antibodies which protect the body against an outbreak of
the disease.
As IPA team leader Martin Thoma explains, until now, pathogens in vaccines have
mainly been inactivated using chemicals. However, this method has disadvantages:
“Chemical treatment is time-consuming and cannot be integrated into a continuous
production process. Moreover, chemical residues remain in the vaccine, which then get
into the human body”.
For five years, the IPA team, along with groups from three further Fraunhofer Institutes,
have been experimenting with new “procedures for the inactivation of pathogens
using low-energy electron beams”. The research received USD 1.8 million in funding
from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.
“The interdisciplinary cooperation was key to its success”, underlines Thoma. The
experts from the Fraunhofer Institute for Organic Electronics, Electron Beam and Plasma
Technology FEP developed the system which precisely measures out the low energy
electrons so that they destroy the pathogens’ genetic material in very small quantities
of liquid. Researchers at the Fraunhofer Institute for Cell Therapy and Immunology IZI
cultivated various pathogens, including bird flu and equine influenza pathogens, and
verified whether they were completely inactivated following radiation and whether it
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makes for an effective vaccination. The team at the Fraunhofer Institute for Interfacial
Engineering and Biotechnology IGB investigated the dose-dependent inactivation.
Finally, Thoma’s team at IPA developed the modules which ensure that the liquid
containing the pathogens is filtered through to the electron beam at precisely the right
layer height and speed.
“The automation of this process was a particular challenge because a sufficiently homogenous dose distribution in liquids during radiation with low energy electron beams
(ca. 200keV) can only be guaranteed up to a penetration depth of ca. 200 micrometers. Because of this, you have to guide the probes through the rays at a very controlled
layer height and speed”, reports Thoma. A module was specially developed for small
probe sizes which carried out the pathogen suspension in pouches below the electron
source. Another module, the “Liquid roll”, was developed to inactivate pathogens in
large liquid volumes: Here, a roll is dampened with the pathogen suspension and then
wiped after radiation. This method can be integrated into industrial vaccine production.
An initial research and test facility has been recently put into operation at Fraunhofer IZI
in Leipzig, which now enables the teams to continue to optimize the technology and,
together with their industry partners, test the production of various vaccines.
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Module for continuous
inactivation of pathogen
suspension.
The module shown above is
mounted below an electron
beam source and ensures a
continuous and extremely
defined fluid flow of infectious pathogen suspension
through the electron beam.
With this prototype, a volume
of approx. 3.5L/h can already
be inactivated today, with
15 L corresponding to approx.
1 million vaccine doses. The
process is easily scalable to
significantly higher throughputs.
(Source: Fraunhofer IPA)
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With nearly 1 000 employees, the Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing Engineering and Automation IPA, Fraunhofer IPA, is one of the
largest institutes in the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft. It has an annual budget of 63 million euros, of which more than one third derives from industrial
projects. The institute’s research focus is on organizational and technological aspects of production. We develop, test and implement not only
components, devices and methods, but also entire machines and manufacturing plants. Our 14 departments are coordinated via six business units,
which together conduct interdisciplinary work with the following industries: automotive, machinery and equipment industry, electronics and
microsystems, energy, medical engineering and biotechnology as well as process industry. The research activities of Fraunhofer IPA aim at the
economic production of sustainable and personalized products. We regard cyber-physical production processes as topics of the future.

